
BULLET POINTS COPYWRITING SERVICES

High Performance Copywriting Service by Stuart Stirling Bullet points are the magic little lists of lines that sit to the right
of a â€œbullet pointâ€• that Remember, every piece of sales copy writing will work better with the correct use of bullet
points.

Tasty, eh? So remember: Whenever you write a list of bullet points, read each one over again and make sure it
forms a complete sentence with the platform statement. Nike is doing it right. Unlike blog posts, where readers
are looking for in-depth insights, website pages are where visitors make quick decisions about your company.
They also think about how to style and format them. Of course, I have one suggestionâ€¦ You can often
skillfully weave a keyphrase or synonym into a benefit-rich bullet point. Ticks stand out more if you make
them a different colour. Bullet points work well because they make it easy for readers to consume your content
quickly and efficiently. It helps convey a sense of action. Here are my favorite copywriting tactics for
converting traffic into paying customers. This is because the way you structure and present your messages
makes a big difference to how well they perform. Should you spend countless hours handwriting famous sales
letters? Most people have a tendency to emphasize features over benefits. Copywriting is the art and science of
writing copy words used on web pages, ads, promotional materials, etc. BMW owners, on the other hand, care
less about the size of their carbon footprint and more about their self image. Information overload Give
visitors the information that they expect from a page. Remember that bullets like headlines are not necessarily
sentences. People generally buy for one of two reasons â€” to increase their pleasure or to minimize pain. No
effort. Make your bullets really sing by spending extra time on the copy and look of your bullets. Let them
know in a split second what you are offering with your crystal clear value proposition. Benefits do. Some
products have a lot of features, others have less. This makes it easy for me to speak to other entrepreneurs
facing the same issues. In fact, many copywriters still screw up big time. OK, so we know we should be using
bullet points in our copy. Saving money is more important for moms, whereas saving time is more valuable to
executives. Should you read hundreds of books on copywriting? Check your keyphrase research and play with
the possibilities! David Olgilvy, a legendary copywriter, is famously known for taking three weeks of
meticulous study to come up with a winning concept for a Rolls-Royce ad. This represents a good start but the
impact of bullets can be increased by following these techniques: Before writing the copy, make a list of all
the features the product or service provides. In any form of copy, you can use bullets for the following: A list
of problems your product or service solves. Always use a tone of voice that will appeal to the market. How to
learn about medical discoveries before your doctor. Use words that are easy to understand. Headlines convince
readers to click on your article and give your copy a fighting chance. This should be relatively easy if you are
selling a product that solves a problem you once had.


